
Analysis: MarketWatch Virtual Stock Exchange 

1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Key takeaways: 

● VSE has been around longer than most competitors 

● Heavily supported by MarketWatch and Dow Jones network 

○ Dow Jones (especially WSJ) has excellent advertising capabilities 

○ MarketWatch provides high-quality news feed content 

○ MarketWatch VSE game is “lumped into” MarketWatch generally for advertising 

purposes  

■ VSE probably receives very little standalone attention from corporate 

owners (or even advertisers, who are only choosing MarketWatch 

“generally” for advertising purposes) 

○ Dow Jones Media Group was formed in 2016 to focus more/better on digital 

advertising and millennial demographic 

● VSE banner advertising brings in revenue, but game does not 

○ Opportunity to position as “loss leader”? 

● Website traffic 

○ Mostly US (not surprising since game trades only US stocks) 

○ Page and domain referrals largely come from within Dow Jones network 

■ VSE experienced a big jump in referring domains and pages in 2016, 

which is the same year that Dow Jones Media Group was formed 

○ Some game pages get (or got, while they were still active) far more traffic than 

the main VSE page 

○ Note: I’m not a website traffic expert, so perhaps your programmers will infer 

other takeaways from the website traffic data that I missed 

● General user sentiment seems to be that VSE is best for learning or academic settings, but 

not super fun as a “game” 

○ More engaging in group settings (for bragging rights) but not very engaging to 

use as a single individual 

● Recurring user complaint is delay in order executions, resulting in price discrepancies 

● Competitor analysis 

○ Several competitors are just apps (no desktop platform) and many are only on iOS 

or Android (not both) 

○ A few competitors are real brokerage firms (with a paper trading simulator as just 

part of their platform) while for other competitors, the simulator or game is a 

primary (or the only) product 

○ Some competitor products are clearly “games” while others are much more akin 

to the actual stock market 

○ Not all apps/platforms are free but most are 



 

AGG insights 

● Gut-level instinct #1: It seems like a lot of games get set up and then never really used (a 

lot of the public games have zero or very little activity) 

○ User and game numbers may suggest more activity than is really occurring 

● Gut-level instinct #2: Private games (like for school assignments or friendly/workplace 

competitions) probably get decent levels of activity (especially for school requirements), 

but the individual game players are not extremely likely to continue using the game after 

the organized competition (for school or otherwise) is completed 

○ The game is interesting for existing groups or organizations but boring for 

individuals 

● Gut-level instinct #3: MarketWatch / Dow Jones seem to do very little to promote the 

game; the promotional focus is entirely on MarketWatch 

○ Game probably gets more attention since 2016 when Dow Jones Media Group 

was formed, but not necessarily on the technical side 

● Gut-level instinct #4: While VSE no doubt has a technical team, it is essentially being run 

by a group of writers and publishers (MarketWatch) with help from digital marketers 

(Dow Jones Media Group).  The content component of the site is strong, and advertising 

is handled from above, but MarketWatch is not a tech company (unlike many of VSE’s 

competitors). 

2. GAME OVERVIEW 

URLs: www.marketwatch.com/game; VirtualStockExchange.com  

 

Appendix A contains a complete set of User Interface Views for desktop and mobile. 

 

About MarketWatch Virtual Stock Exchange 

● How long in operation? not sure, but game was “updated” in 2004 

● On-page advertising managed by Dow Jones Media Group (via Wall Street Journal 

Digital Network system) 

● 2017: More than 300,000 users per month 

● No. virtual stock exchange games currently in play: 44,900+ 

○ Game with most players: 11,786 

○ No. games with >1,000 players: 7 

○ No. games appearing in search results: 107,791 

● Primarily a youthful audience — unseasoned high school and college students learning 

about investing for the first time 

 

Why use MarketWatch VSE?  

● Polish your stock trading skills and learn new strategies as well 

http://www.marketwatch.com/game


● Learn about mutual funds, investment strategies and personal finance 

● Showcase your skills: compete against your friends or coworkers to earn your spot at the 

top of the leaderboards. 

● MarketWatch has excellent resources for college courses, so professors who want to test 

students on the stock market can create games for the class 

 

How does MarketWatch VSE work? 

● Users can trade: 

○ Only U.S. stocks and funds can be traded in VSE 

○ Indexes: S&P 500, DJIA, Nasdaq, Nasdaq 2000 

○ Exchanges: AMEX, NASDAQ, NYSE, OTC-BB 

○ Security Types: public companies, funds, ETFs 

● Maximum starting cash is $25,000,000 

● Create games (public or private); join leagues  

○ Public games are open for “strangers” to join 

● Users can customize games  

○ Can customize starting balance, trade commission cost, interest rate for portfolio 

holdings, max/minimum stock price limitation 

○ Can enable advanced options like margin trading, short selling, limit and stop-loss 

orders, as well as partial shares 

○ Users can choose a custom list of symbols to trade in a game (up to 30; optional) 

○ custom simulations for sectors; i.e. Energy, Technology, etc. 

● Talk strategies with others in the discussion section of the game 

● Watchlists: Users can build and monitor up to 25 custom watchlists alongside their 

holdings 

● Every game has an end date (can be very very far in the future) 

● Success metrics - users measured on: 

○ Returns 

■ Absolute return: The total dollar increase in the portfolio over the trading 

period 

■ Risk-adjusted return: The return on the portfolio taking into account the 

level of risk assumed by you, as measured by the Sharpe Ratio (this 

probably applies more to academic settings) 

○ The measure of the excess return per unit of risk in an investment asset or a 

trading strategy (this probably applies more to academic settings) 

● MarketWatch account registration is required  

○ WSJ readers or others within Dow Jones network use same log-in credentials 

● Final price of a transaction may be different than when order is submitted. Why?  

○ An order is no guarantee of the final executed price for a transaction. That's 

because of how quickly stock prices move.  



○ The pricing also depends on factors like trade volume and time of day. If your 

order was placed during off hours, for example, your order will not be executed 

until the next trading day, which could lead to a significant difference in price. 

3. WEBSITE TRAFFIC 

Website statistics sourced from ahrefs.com. 

 

Appendix B contains all available website traffic data. 

4. PARTNERS 

Stocktwits 

“Trending Tickers powered by Stocktwits”: image & text located at bottom of VSE pages 

 
● StockTwits (https://stocktwits.com) is a social media platform designed for sharing ideas 

between investors, traders, and entrepreneurs.  

● StockTwits allows users to communicate to Ticker Streams in real time with the use of 

cashtags. Users are also able to communicate directly using the "@" symbol before a 

username, a feature seen on Twitter.  

● Content featured on StockTwits can also be shared to the StockTwits extended network 

which includes sites such as Yahoo Finance and CNN Money. Users also have the ability 

to share content to their personal Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook accounts.  

● As of 2012 StockTwits has an open API allowing other sites such as TradingView, 

LikeAssets and HootSuite to integrate their users with StockTwits 

○ Stocktwits API: https://market.mashape.com/stocktwits/stocktwits; 

https://api.stocktwits.com/developers/docs 

● MarketWatch is using the StockTwits trending tickers widget, which shows hot stocks (as 

in, what everyone’s talking about, not necessarily what’s moving up or down in price) 

 

SIX Financial Information 

Text at bottom of VSE website: “Intraday Data provided by SIX Financial Information and 

subject to terms of use. Historical and current end-of-day data provided by SIX Financial 

Information. All quotes are in local exchange time. Real-time last sale data for U.S. stock quotes 

reflect trades reported through Nasdaq only. Intraday data delayed at least 15 minutes or per 

exchange requirements.” 

● SIX Financial Information (www.six-group.com/financial-information/en/home.html), a 

subsidiary of SIX Group, is a multinational financial data vendor headquartered in 

Zurich, Switzerland. The company provides market data which it gathers from the 

world's major trading venues directly and in real-time. Its database has structured and 

https://stocktwits.com/
https://market.mashape.com/stocktwits/stocktwits
https://api.stocktwits.com/developers/docs
https://www.six-group.com/financial-information/en/home.html
https://www.six-group.com/financial-information/en/home.html


encoded securities administration data for more than 20 million financial instruments. 

The firm has offices in 23 countries. 

● The SIX Financial Information products flow from the same single logical database, and 

are divided into the following categories: 

○ Reference data and pricing: SIX Financial Information's main product, the 

Valordata Feed (VDF), is a source for reference and descriptive data plus 

corporate actions. Based on a unique data model, VDF holds information on 

approximately 20 million financial instruments, drawing on over 1500 trading 

venues and contributors. For calculated and evaluated prices, SIX Financial 

Information offers a number of specific products within this category. 

○ Market data: SIX Financial Information's market data products are real-time or 

delayed. The master database allows customers to link nearly 1,500 individual 

data elements across millions of active financial instruments, for a clear view of 

investment positions. Services range from valuation pricing and real-time market 

data feeds to streamlined back-office products and all are used for improved 

straight-through processing. 

● Display products: The SIX Financial Information display products provide access 

to the company's full range of data. These products offer access to quotes, lists, 

charts, news, corporate fundamental data. SIX Financial Information also bundles 

its display products with fee-liable data such as news, company fundamentals and 

ratings. 

 

Content Affiliates 

● At bottom of every VSE page (below MarketWatch news feed): links to “partner” content 

(in-network Dow Jones and otherwise) 

○ Dow Jones affiliates: WSJ.com, Barron’s Online, BigCharts, Financial News 

London, WSJ.com Small Business, realtor.com, Mansion Global 

○ Other “partners” (examples): The AIC, LatAm Investor, ETF Trends, Alvexo 

5. MARKETWATCH & DOW JONES  

About MarketWatch  

● MarketWatch was founded by Larry Kramer and others, including Bill Bishop and Thom 

Calandra, formerly of Bloomberg London, in 1997. 

● MarketWatch used to operate in partnership with CBS News. The Financial Times was 

an original financial partner and investor in MarketWatch.  

● Dow Jones acquired MarketWatch in January 2005 for $530 million. 

● In 2013, Glenn Hall, former editor in chief of TheStreet, became the editor of 

MarketWatch. In 2014, Jeremy Olshan, a veteran of the New York Post, took over as 

editor. 

● MarketWatch reported it hit a record 33.3 million unique visitors in February 2018 



● MarketWatch has 55 editors and reporters 

 

About Dow Jones  

● Dow Jones (a unit of News Corporation) is a global provider of news and business 

information, delivering content to consumers and organizations around the world across 

multiple formats, including print, digital, mobile and live events.  

● Dow Jones has produced unrivaled quality content for more than 130 years and today has 

one of the world’s largest news gathering operations globally.  

● It produces leading publications and products including the flagship Wall Street Journal, 

America’s largest newspaper by paid circulation; Factiva, Barron’s, MarketWatch, 

Financial News, Mansion Global, Dow Jones Risk & Compliance, Dow Jones 

Newswires, and Dow Jones VentureSource. 

 

Wall Street Journal Digital Network 

● The Wall Street Journal Digital Network is the Web's largest publisher of original 

business news and financial information. Comprised of The Wall Street Journal Online, 

MarketWatch, Barron's Online, SmartMoney Online, All Things Digital and FINS, 

WSJDN offers editorial coverage and innovative partnership opportunities that are 

second to none. Wall Street Journal Digital Network is the Web's largest publisher of 

original business news and financial information.  

● The Wall Street Journal Digital Network currently produces over 1,100 short-form video 

clips per month including our popular, regularly scheduled series News Hub, Digits and 

The Big Interview. Video coverage includes live shows and breaking news updates, one-

on-one interviews with newsmakers and industry leaders, and in-depth reporting from 

editors and reporters across The Wall Street Journal and Dow Jones.  

● Complimentary to our video offering, WSJDN produces a vast array of podcasts 

including The Wall Street Journal This Morning, Personal Technology with Walt 

Mossberg and Your Money with Chuck Jaffe. 

● WSJDN advertising selling points (mainly WSJ): 

○ #1 in Reaching Affluent Users: 599,000 users with HHI of $250,000+: 3x more 

than Forbes.com; 4.5x more than Businessweek; 1.5x more than CNN Money 

○ #1 in Reaching Those with a $1 Million+ Portfolio Among all original content 

providers 

○ 2.4 Million Small Business Visitors: Highest reach among original content 

providers 

○ 441,000 C-Level Executives/Owners: Highest reach among business content sites 

○ 10.8% Audience Growth Year-Over-Year 

○ Choice of where ads appear: WSJ.com, Barrons.com, MarketWatch.com, 

AllThingsD.com 



○ Advertising cost: Spend level is dependent on the size of each market – 

specifically, number of monthly visitors and the frequency of the ad appearing. 

 

Dow Jones Media Group  

● Created in 2016, Dow Jones Media Group focuses on digital growth, and editorial and 

commercial experimentation and innovation. Dow Jones Media Group characterizes itself 

as a portfolio of leading financial and luxury brands. 

● Dow Jones Media Group includes MarketWatch, Barron’s, Financial News London, 

Moneyish and Mansion Global. 

● Dow Jones Media Group’s publications together form roughly half of the audience of 

The Wall Street Journal Digital Network.   

● Dow Jones Media Group has revamped (presumably in 2016 after its formation) 

innovative commercial and editorial products such as MarketWatch Virtual Stock 

Exchange and luxury brand Penta.  

○ Dow Jones Media Group also launched millennial personal finance brand 

Moneyish.  

6. COMPETITORS 

Primary Competitors: 

● Wall Street Survivor: free web-based stock trading game where you start off with 

$100,000 in virtual cash. You can connect with thousands of different players around the 

world, learn stock trading tips and also earn points based on your gameplay. Moreover, 

Wall Street Survivor platform provides free courses, an impressive resource library and 

an online forum where players can interact and learn more about trading. 

○ Wall Street Survivor offers its education through partner websites, mobile 

applications, and educational institutions which include Yale University, Seeking 

Alpha, The Motley Fool, and Daily Finance.  

○ Game attempts to create reality by putting cash prizes on the line. 

○ The site generates revenue from advertising and referrals. 

○ https://www.wallstreetsurvivor.com/ 

● Merchant Banker (by Kongregate): Merchant Banker is one of the most interesting online 

flash-based investment games. Although it does not feature any real-time stock trading 

values, it is good to play in leisure time. In Merchant Banker, you start off as a 20-year 

old, who plans to retire by 30 with maximum cash and assets. You are provided with 

starting capital and given a job in trading company, and you have to work your way up in 

the investment business. You can buy yourself a fancy suit, a new Ferrari or even go out 

on a date with someone you met in the bar.  

○ https://www.kongregate.com/games/jxtreme2010/merchant-banker 

● Stock Wars - Virtual Investing (by Continuous Integration Inc.): Stock Wars is an 

excellent game for Apple users looking to get insights about stock trading and 

https://www.wallstreetsurvivor.com/


management. It allows you to create your own portfolio, analyze big companies in real-

time and place orders. You can also monitor your performance and compare it with other 

players, create trading groups, connect with your friends on social media as well as learn 

about the market trends and quotes.  

○ available for free download on iOS (no desktop platform) 

● Stock Market Simulator Plus: Stock Market Simulator Plus provides you with a $50,000 

capital, and like other games, it also features real-time updates according to the U.S stock 

market. It is one of the few apps on Google Play Store which also supports penny stock 

trading. Stock Market Simulator Plus is ideal for novice players who would like to learn 

how the trading platform works and how to devise investment strategies.  

○ available on Google Play Store at a price of $1.99 (no desktop platform) 

● Invstr – Market Investment Game: Dubbed as “the Facebook of finance” by Telegraph, 

Invstr is more than a trading game where you learn new strategies and implement them in 

the real life. It provides financial information, insights and updates regarding companies 

in profit and firms in loss. Moreover, you can interact with other players on the online 

forum, share your portfolio and find more regarding the capital markets.  

○ Download it on your iOS device (no desktop platform) 

● Stock Trainer (by A-Life Software): brings the market to you with its paper trading 

platform. You don’t even need to provide an email address to sign up; you’ll only need a 

social media account to gain access and you’ll be trading paper cash almost instantly. The 

app very closely simulates real trading, as users can access chart tools and real-time news 

updates. You’ll be able to track insider buying and selling while overlaying stock charts 

with technical indicators. There are plenty of listed securities to choose from, as Stock 

Trainer allows trading on markets outside the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). Still, 

it’s one of the most realistic and inclusive stock market simulators available today. 

○ Stock Trainer supports 13 countries and over 20 different stock exchanges, and 

users from 38 countries 

○ Average session length is 4 minutes and 20 seconds 

○ A-Life Software has a strong focus on developing mobile solutions related to 

stock trading; has more stock investment-related apps in the works 

○ Stock Trainer only available for Android phones (no desktop platform) 

○ Additional statistics:  

 
● NinjaTrader Free Trading Simulator: cutting-edge trading platform launched in 2003 

that’s already on its eighth software iteration. The real stock trading app is a fee-based 

system, but the paper trading platform is completely free to all users. NinjaTrader is a big 



proponent of educating new investors before they dive into stock trading. Its simulated 

brokerage carries all the features of the live trading platform. The research and stock 

charting tools available are highly interactive. You can pinpoint a location on a stock 

chart that you’d like to place a stop-loss or limit order and execute trades entirely from 

the same screen.  

○ The backtesting option allows you to roll back the clock and trade during different 

time periods, too. Want to see how you’d do during the 2008 Financial Crisis? 

Simply change the time period and test your strategies.  

○ https://ninjatrader.com/Simulate 

● TradeStation simulator tool: TradeStation is one of the most trusted brokerages in the 

world, and it offers advanced trading on a customizable desktop or mobile platform. 

TradeStation is geared toward active traders and charges a $99 monthly fee on accounts 

that don’t trade 5,000 shares or 50 options contracts each quarter. TradeStation’s 

simulator is complete with research tools, stock chart indicators, and access to the 

community forums where you can exchange ideas with other traders.  

○ Brokerage account holders can jump back and forth between real and paper 

trading on both the desktop and mobile apps.  

○ Only paid subscribers can use simulator tool 

○ No direct link to simulator tool  

● Thinkorswim by TD Ameritrade: Users don’t need a brokerage account with TD 

Ameritrade to sign up for thinkorswim. Just register with an email address and open up 

the platform, which contains some of the most advanced trading tools an investor can 

find. Users get customizable stock charts to not only track securities, but commodities 

such as gold, oil and natural gas. The pairs trader allows you to try out long/short 

strategies and there are scanners for stocks, currencies, options and futures contracts. The 

scanners are completely customizable as well, allowing users to search for top gaining (or 

losing) small-cap by exchange or sectors. Thinkorswim is undoubtedly the most 

sophisticated stock market simulator available today and it’s highly recommended for all 

new investors. 

○ https://www.tdameritrade.com/tools-and-platforms/thinkorswim/features.page 

7. SWOT ANALYSIS 

Strengths 

● Popular among school or other organized groups 

● Turns the stock market into a competition or game 

● Strong emphasis on the news and content 

● Detailed information on fundamentals and technicals of a stock 

● Can teach those who know nothing about trading or investing in stocks 

● VSE is not a standalone company responsible for its own balance sheet 

 



Weaknesses 

● Fill prices are often off and quotes are delayed 

● Trading in game is nothing like with a real broker.  

● Game takes 15 minutes to verify that you filled an order, even if its a market order 

● No futures, no options, no forex, no commodities 

● Game is “not very good” at posting splits and dividends (user complaint) 

● Impossible to get a hold of the support team 

● a LOT [user emphasis] of players in public contests with really high returns - over 200% 

in some cases 

● Students often realize they can 'cheat' to win and find ways to obtain ridiculously high 

returns, making MarketWatch games unfair for those who want to actually compete.  

● For instance, in this picture below you can see a game that started with 100k and the top 

person has 56 trillion (“you know that site is broken if it shows that type of return in a 

year”) 

 
 

Opportunities (including areas of potential improvement) 

● Make the game more engaging for individuals 

● Find ways to prevent or mitigate cheating 

● Fill orders faster  

● Drive more traffic to the main VSE game page (not just the pages for specific games) 

● Dedicate more technical and customer support resources 

● Better utilize MarketWatch, Dow Jones, and in-network partners for more extensive 

cross-promotion and media coverage 

● Utilize game as loss leader (invest in more sophisticated tech; pursue more aggressive 

marketing strategies) to better promote in-network Dow Jones brands 

○ Develop and implement a more comprehensive and engaging social media 

strategy 

○ Better develop “Virtual Stock Exchange” brand (“powered by MarketWatch”) 

 

Threats 

● Competitors that are more  



○ Tech-savvy (with dedicated tech teams) 

○ Customer support friendly (perhaps with dedicated customer service teams) 

○ Focused on marketing (especially if the game is their only product or one of few) 

○ Accurate simulations of the stock market (the real retail brokerages) 

○ Engaging or interesting as “games” (and fun for individuals to “play” alone)  



APPENDIX A: USER INTERFACE VIEWS 

Desktop View - Overview 

● Banner ads at top, right, and near bottom on every page 

● Discussion panel on left of every page 

● Holdings/Watchlist panel on right of most pages 

● MarketWatch news feed near bottom of almost every page 

● “Partner”-provided content at bottom of every page 



 



Overview Tab 

 
 

Portfolio Holdings & Watchlist Dashboards 

 
  



Game Overview  

 
 

“Your Portfolio” Summary View 

 
 

“Portfolio Performance” Summary View 

 
 

  



“Transactions” Summary View 

 
 

Game Leaderboard 

 
 

  



Game Settings 

 
 

  



Educational Resources & FAQs 

● Displayed on Settings tab 

 
 

  



MarketWatch News Feed  

● Displayed at bottom of most pages within game 

 
 

Create a Game: Screen 1of 4 

 
 



Create a Game: Screen 2 of 4 

 
 

Create a Game: Screen 3 of 4 

 
 

  



Create a Game: Screen 4 of 4 

 
 

  



Placing a Trade: Screen 1 of 1 

 
 

  



Stock Summary: Quick Snapshot 

● Pops up after searching for a company name or ticker symbol  

 
 

  



Full Quote Page 

● System navigates to a page like this if user clicks on “Full Quote Page” in pop-up 

window shown above 

 

 



 

 
 

  



Mobile Interface 

 

 



 



 
 

 



 



  



APPENDIX B: WEBSITE TRAFFIC STATISTICS 

 

 

 
● Ahrefs Rank (AR) shows the target website's position among all other websites in Ahrefs 

database rated by the "strength" of their backlink profiles. The website with the strongest 

backlink profile is ranked #1. 

● URL Rating (UR) shows the strength of the target URL's backlink profile on a 100-point 

logarithmic scale (higher = stronger). Both internal and external links influence this 

metric.  

○ NOTE: UR has a clear positive correlation with Google rankings, meaning that 

high-UR pages tend to rank higher in the organic search results. When the whole 

domain is analyzed in Site Explorer, URL Rating will be shown for the 

homepage. 

● Domain Rating (DR) shows the relative "backlink popularity" of the target website 

compared to all other websites in Ahrefs database on a 100-point logarithmic scale 

(higher = stronger). We calculate DR based on the number of websites linking to the 

domain’s URLs and their backlink profile strength. 

● Backlinks: Shows the total number of backlinks pointing to a target website or URL. Not 

to be confused with number of linking pages, as one page can contain multiple backlinks. 

● Referring Domains: Shows the total number of unique referring domains pointing to a 

target website or URL. 

● Organic keywords: Shows how many keywords a target website or URL ranks for within 

top 100 organic search results. This number is a total sum of keywords in all locations — 

meaning that if a website/URL ranks for the same keywords in two countries, it will be 

counted twice. 



● Organic traffic: Ahrefs estimate of monthly organic search traffic coming to a target 

website or URL. We calculate it based on monthly search volumes of keywords and 

website (URL) positions in search results for these keywords. 

● Traffic value: The equivalent cost of monthly traffic from all keywords that the target 

website/URL ranks for (if paid via PPC instead of ranking organically). 

 

 
 

Referring domains: 

Shows the total 

number of unique 

referring domains 

pointing to a target 

website or URL. 

 

 

 

 

Referring pages: Shows a 

list of unique pages linking 

to a target website or URL 

 



 
* I believe this is YTD, but not positive 

 

 

 
 

 

URL rating distribution: Shows the number and 

percentage of backlinks coming from pages in a given 

UR range 

 

 

 



 

Top-level domain (TLD) refers to the last segment of 

a domain name, or the part that follows immediately 

after the "dot" symbol. TLDs are mainly classified 

into two categories: generic TLDs and country-

specific TLDs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CTLDs distribution: Shows how referring domains are distributed by 

countries based on their country code top-level domains (CTLDs). For 

example, for United States it will be .us. Please note that .com, .net, .org and 

similar are Generic top-level domains (gTLDs). 

  
 

 

 

 

 
 

  



Anchors Cloud 

 
Anchors: Exact anchors of backlinks pointing to a target website or URL 

 

Anchor Phrases 

 



 
 

Anchor Terms 

 



 
 

Referring Content 

 
● Top Referring Content: This report shows the most popular pages linking to a target 

website or URL, sorted by the number of social shares they have. 

● AllThingsD is Dow Jones in-network 

 

  



Referring Domains 

 
 

Search Terms 

1-word search terms: 

 
  



2-word search terms: 

 
 

 
● Traffic: Ahrefs estimate of monthly organic search traffic generated by all keywords that 

a given URL ranks for in organic search shown alongside with the share of traffic to that 

page (in %) compared to the total websites' traffic in a selected country. 

● Value: The equivalent cost of monthly traffic from all keywords that the target 

website/URL ranks for (if paid via PPC instead of ranking organically). 

● Keywords: Shows the number of keywords that a given URL is ranking for in organic 

search. 

● RD: The number of unique linking root domains to a URL. Note: We're using cached 

numbers here, so there might be slight discrepancies with what other reports show for the 

URLs. 

● Top keyword: The keyword that brings the most organic search traffic to a given URL. 

 



 

 
● Volume: Shows the estimated monthly search volume of a given keyword (i.e. how many 

times people search for this keyword per month) 

● KD: Keyword Difficulty is an estimate of how hard it would be to rank in Top 10 Google 

search results for a given keyword. It is measured on a non-linear scale from 0 to 100 

(low difficulty to high difficulty). 

● CPC: Shows estimated Cost Per Click value of a given keyword 

● Traffic: Ahrefs estimate of monthly organic search traffic coming to a target website or 

URL. We calculate it based on monthly search volumes of keywords and website (URL) 

positions in search results for these keywords. 

● Position: Shows the ranking position that a target website or URL holds in organic search 

results for a given keyword. 

● URL: The URL of a target website that ranks in organic search results for a given 

keyword. 



● SERP: The "SERP" button shows what the first Search Engine Results Page for the target 

keyword looks like along with some useful SEO metrics. 

● Updated: The date when we last checked search engine results for a given keyword. 

 

Relative Volume by Geography 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


